PGA SCREENER POLICY AGREEMENT

This document constitutes a significant and binding agreement between you and the Producers Guild of America.
Please review carefully.

The Producers Guild of America ("PGA") may distribute screener copies of motion pictures and programs1 to PGA members throughout the year. Please note that your receipt of screener copies is expressly subject to the PGA policy set forth below. You understand and agree to abide by all terms and conditions hereof:

I understand and agree that my receipt of screener copies does not convey to me any underlying rights, including, without limitation, any intellectual property rights in or to the motion pictures and programs involved. Each screener copy provided to me, in either physical or digital form, is and shall remain the property of the company that supplied it or the legal content owner, if such screener copies are supplied to me through an intermediary mailing house or other such third party.

I agree to ensure that I know -- at all times -- the whereabouts of all screener copies sent to me under this agreement. I agree that I will not allow screener copies to circulate outside my residence or office. I agree to keep secure and confidential all digital links and/or access codes to screener copies and screener platforms. I agree that I will not allow screener copies to be reproduced in any fashion and agree that I will not sell, loan, give away, or otherwise share any screener copies at any time.

If at some point I wish to dispose of some or all of the screener copies I have received, I will do so by destroying the screener copies provided to me, in either physical or digital form, in a manner that prevents their recovery and reuse by any third party.

I understand and agree that any violation of this agreement may constitute grounds for discipline, including, without limitation, censure, suspension, or expulsion from the PGA, and may also result in civil and criminal penalties. I agree to hold harmless the PGA, and its directors, officers, employees, members, agents, successors, representatives and assigns from any resulting liability associated with a breach of this agreement. I agree and understand that the owners of the rights of any screener copies I receive are third party beneficiaries of this agreement with the rights to enforce it.

---

1 “Screener copy(ies)” refers to any copy of a motion picture or other program or content, whether in hardcopy format (i.e., DVD, BluRay) or digital format (i.e. screener link). You may opt out of receiving such screener copies by adjusting your preferences on your account profile (visit My Communication Preferences and select "No Screeners" as your Screener Format Preference) or by emailing members@producersguild.org. Note: you will need to be logged into the site to access My Communications Preferences.
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